Maps index. Royal Society  Collection by Royal Society of Tasmania ,
MAPS 
Maps. printed and manuscript. held in the Royal 
Society of Tasmania's Manuscript Collection. 
RS.Mpj 
WORLD - EARLY WORLD MAPS INCLUDING AUSTRALIA 
./ 1 'Facsimiles of old charts of Austral ia now in the British 
Museum' 1885 
'/ 2 
Reproduced at the expense of the Public Library Boards of 
Victoria. New South Wales and South Australia. 
Large folder contain facsimiles of 4 charts:-
(1) French chart of the world - southern section pre-1536 
(4 sheets) 
(2) Pierres Descelliers 1550 
(3 sheets) 
(3.4) Jean Rotz. Book of Hydrography 1542 
(3) Indian Ocean 
(4) Eastern and Western hemispheres 
(1 arge wallet) 
L Southern OceanJ 1554 (facsimile c 1895) 
Facsimile of southern half of spherical map with Aethiopia 
(ie Africa) in centre. In bottom border legend: 'Julius 
RS .Mp/1 
de Musis Venet in Aes incidit ~1DLIIII'. Map shows in centre 
Aethipia Interior. with Mountains of the Moon and sources of 
Nile. Mombaca. Zanziber. Sinus Barbaricus. Mozambique. 
Caput Bonae Spei. and numerous rivers and capes; also 
Madagascar sive D. Laurenti; insula. other islands, Tristan 
da Cuegna. S. Helena. On west side part of South America. 
on eastern top edge 'Taprobane'. The Tropic of Capricorn runs 
through Africa. Some distance south of Africa is a strip of 
land. much indented, showing rivers. mountains and inland waters 
or marshes 'Terra Australis adhue inexplorata~ The Antarctic 
circle is within this and below the 'Oceanus Antacticus glacialis'. 
(Reproductions of Geographical Maps ed. Frederik Muller & Co. 
Amsterdam). (On loan from Tas. Museum) RS.Mp/2 
/ 45 
- 2 -
Mappenmonde - Desliens 1566 (19th Cent. facsimile) 
Nicholas Desliens of Dieppe. 
Copied by H. Delachaux from the original in the Bibliotheque 
National, Paris. Card mounted on frame. 
RS. Mp/ 
(Presented to Royal Society by E.A. Pethrick 1884) RS.Mp/45 
,.,1' 3 'Typus orbis terrarum' Ortelius ?1570 
/ 50 
J 4 
The world in one elongated sphere, including New Guinea 'recently 
discovered','terra Australis nondum congnita [southern land not 
yet known] in strip along bottom, including indication of 
northern Australia and 'Beach'; next to New Guinea is note in 
Latin 'but uncertain whether it is an island or part of the 
continent of Australia'. 
Paper folio (48 cm x 32 cm) from Atlas, Dutch text on the back, 
quotation from Cicero at foot. 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) RS.Mp/3 
World, Rumold Mercator 1587 
'Orbis terrae compendiosa descriptic - quam ex Magna Universali 
Gerardi Mercatoris Domino Richardo Gartho, geographie ... in .,. 
memoria Rumodus Mercator fieri curabat AO M.C. LXXXVII. 
The world in two hemispheres, showing large 'terra australis' 
around the Antarctic Circle, coming above the Tropic of 
Capricorn near New Guinea (shown as an island) and at Beach and the 
'Kingdoms of Lucach and Maletur' near Java Major and Java Minor, and 
with a large indentation similar to the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
Under the map is a 'brief instruction on the creation of the 
world according to recent geographical studies: 'De mundi 
creatione ac constitutione brevis instruction'. Text, place 
names and comments in Latin. 
Folded paper? from Atlas. ? from G. Mercator's Atlas of 1595. 
54 cm x 41 cm. 
Map mounted on board and formerly framed. 
(NB. This map is in very good condition and paper clean and 
white - could be modern facsimile). 
(See Gunther Schilder, Australia Unveiled, Amsterdam, 1976, p.264 Map 11 
'Remarkable Maps of the XV. XVI & XVII centuries reproduced in 
their original size: parts II & III: the geography of Australia 
as deliniated by the Dutch cartographers of the XVllth century', 
ed. C.H. Coote. publ Frederik Muller & Co. Amsterdam. 1895. 
- 3 . 
/ 4 Cont'd. 
(some items missing) Incl: 
Benjamin Wright, 'Tabula itineria '" J.C. van Neck 
Hesse 1 Gerri tsz. 'Caert van I t Landt van d' Eendracht 
Arent Martensz de Leeuw, ms. chart of part of coast 
Guinea & Carpentaria sailed by John Carstensz 1623 
1600 
... 1627' 
1 ine of New 
Henr. Hondius, Nova Totius Terrarum Orbis from G. Mercator & 
J. Hondius Atlas 1633 
Nova Orbis Terrarum, 1630, by Philip Eckebrecht for J. Kepler's 
Tabulae Rudolph; 
Polus Antarcticus, Henricus Hondius showing part of P. Nuyts Landt 1627 
Arnold Colom, 'Oost lndien' c 1650 - shows part of New Holland 
pre-Tasman 
Section of G. Blaeu's Globe c 1647-56 
N.J. Vissher, 1657 
Polus Antarcticus, H. Hondius - New Holland, New Zealand & 
V.D.L. added 
F. de Witt, World, 1660 
Thevenot, Hollandia Nova 1663, Terre Australe decoverte 1644 
Hugo Allardt [~ 1652J. 
(loose maps in port folio) 
,/ 5 World, Henricus HondilJs 1630 
-./ 51 
" 6 
'Nova totius terra rum orbis geographica ac hydrographica tabula, 
auct. Henr. Hondio' 
The world in two spheres, including Dutch discoveries in the 
Gulf of Carpentaria, shown separately from the terra australis 
incognita, which remains, although with the line printed more 
faintly than the rest of map, with 'Beach Prov.'. 
Elaborate border and portraits of Caesar, Ptolemy, Gerard 
Mercator and Judocus Hondius. From Hondius Atlas, publ;s~d 1633. 
Names in Dutch added and Dutch text on back. 
(paper folio 53 cm x 37 xm) 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) RS.Mp/5 
'Niew Aerdsch Pleyn' [late 17th cent.J 
Shows Nova Hollandia (part) joined to New Guinea, part of 
Antony van Diemen's Land, part of Zeelandia Nova 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) RS.Mp/51 
[Polus Antarcticu~ ?Joannes Jansonius [165~ 
Re-edition of Hondius' 'Polus Antarcticus' with the results of 
Tasman's first voyage added. Shows Nova Hollandia 'detecta 1644', 
part of Zeelandia and 'Ant. van Diem. Landt' 'detecta 1642', also 
St.Francis and St.Peter's Islands. Part of 'terra australis 
incoqnita' still 
Bordered by coloured scenes of natives and animals. 
Paper folio from book, 47 cm x 42 cm RS.Mp/6 
- 4 - RS.Mp/ 
" 8 A.F. de Wit [late 17th cent.] 
'Nova orbis tabula in Lucem edita A.F. de Wit'. Similar to 
F. de Wit's map of 1660, except for slight revision of coastline of 
the small portion of Zeelandia Nova shown. The world in two 
hemispheres with smaller maps of Arctic and Antarctic poles, at 
top and bottom centre, but the astronomical maps are omitted. 
Border decorated with bacchanalian scenes, coloured. 
(cf. Remarkable l\1aps III 6 [RS.Mp.4J) 
West Australia & Gulf of Carpentaria shown, small part of V.D.L. 
and small piece of coastline of N.Z. 
(paper 55 cm x 46 cm) 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) RS.Mp/8 
;f 9 G. de Lisle, Eastern Hemisphere 1724 
11 
/ 10 
'Hemisphere oriental dresse en 1720 pour 1 'usage du Roy ... 
rapportees ... dans 1 'histoire ... de 1 'Academie Royale des 
Sciences par Guilaume de Lisle ... Paris chez 1 'auteur sur le 
Quay de 1 'Horloge sous le privilege de l'Academie Royale des 
Sciences le 15 Septembre 1724'. 
Shows Nouvelle Hollande, including the Gulf of Carpentaria and 
Western Australia with a slight gap in the coastline, New Guinea, 
part of Terre de Diemen, St. Esprit. Also shows route of Abel 
Tasman. Coloured. 
(folded paper from Atlas, guard for binding behind fold, 
48 cm x 49 cm) 
(paper trimmed on lower edge) 
Presented to Royal Society by R.W. Giblin 1927 RS.Mp/9 
G. de Lisle, Eastern Hemi sphere ND [mid 18th cent.J 
Further edition of the 1720 map, above, 'corrige suivant les 
dernieres decouvertes par Covens et Mortier, a Amsterdam chez 
J. Covens et C. Mortier', 'Par Guillaume de L'Isle'. 
Includes discoveries made in 1739, Cap de la Circoncision, 
the west coast line of Australia joined and further Dutch names 
added, additions to New Guinea. Also dotted line joining New 
Guinea, V.D.L. and W.A. 
(paper 48 cm x 49 cm) RS.Mp/11 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) 
G. de Lisle, Southern Hemisphere [£ 1740-45J 
Antarctic Pole: 'hemisphere meridional pour voir plus 
distinctement le Terres Australes, par Guillaume Delisle, ou se 
royent les nouvelles decouvertes faites en 1739 au sud du Cap de 
Bonne Esperance par les ordres de Mrs. de la Compagnie des Indes. 
Dresse sur les memoires et sur le Carte Originale de Mrs. de 
Lozier Bouvet charge de cette expedition'. 
J 52 
.j 39 
J 7 
- 5 - RS.Mp 
Cont'd 
Terres Australes, Neuvelle Hollande, shown as on 1724 map, 
Isles de Salomon shown in two positions - according to Dudley 
and according to F. Gallego. Cap de la Circoncision shown and 
position of icebergs seen by Bouvet expedition and line of route 
of expedition north of the faintly indicated 'Terre de Vue' part 
of Southern land thought to be in Lat. 44 by some geographers. 
Beside map ;s plan of Circoncision and drawings of icebergs, with 
description in French and Dutch; also description of the voyage 
in French and Dutch. 
Pub. R. & I. Ottens, Amsterdam N. 
(paper. Map 46 cm x 45 cm, whole sheet with description 
51 cm x 68 cm). 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) RS.Mp/l0 
G. de L isle, World [£ 1770-1800J 
'Mappemonde a 1 'usage du Roy par Guillaume Delisle, nouvellement 
corrigee apres les dernieres decouvertes faite par 1 'Academie de 
Petersbourg, a Amsterdam par Jean Covens et Corneille Mortier. 
J. Condet S. 
The world in 2 hemispheres. New Holland complete, except for 
part of south coast, New South Wales England 1770, New Zealand 
complete. Indication of coast of 'Cap des terres australes Terre 
de Vue' still shown and legend 'Terres Australes' around Polar 
Circle. Title in ornate scroll at top with royal arms and 
decorative figures. Borders coloured. 
(paper, 43 cm x 65 cm) RS.Mp/52 
(on loan from Tasmanian Museum) 
World 1894 
Voyages of D'Entrecasteaux - plan made by Baron Hulot showing 
routes. Bulletin de la Societe de Geographe 1894. 
(used by Dr. Hogg in lecture to Royal Society 1937) RS.Mp/39/2 
AUSTRALIA (early Maps) 
(Austral ia) 'Bowrey Map' BM. [1685-8J facsimile 
Facsimile of a ms. map on vellum showing the South Land as 
discovered by the Dutch, part of a collection of maps of Capt. Bowrey 
who had served in the East Indies in the 1680's now in the British 
Museum (BM. Sloane Mss 5222 art. 12). 
Shows the coast of New Guinea joined to ~ulf of Carpentaria], 
with soundings marked, west coast ~ith no break for uncertain parts], 
Anthony van Diemen's Land. A line has been added in pencil jOining 
V.D.L. to W.A. and New Guinea. A dotted line shows the track of 
Tasman's voyage. Cross bearings from 4 points marked. Fewer place 
names than other maps and in English but showing mistakes in 
translation or copying. 
(3 copies. 85 cm x 53 em) RS.Mp/7 
(See: G. Schilder, _A_us_t_r_a_l_ia ___ U_n_ve_l_'l_e_d~, Amsterdam 1976, p.149, Mp58) 
j 53 
" 12 
.J 13 
- 6 - RS.Mp 
NEW NETHERLANDS, Anon. c 1695 facsimile 
Ms map reported in 1860 by Jacob Swart as in his collection and 
published in his Journal van de reis naar het onbekende Zuidland in 
den Jare 1642, door Abel Jansz Tasman. A copy of this reproduction 
was also published by J.E. Heeres in 1898 from which this photocopy 
was made. It has been described as the "Tasman Map', having been 
thought to have been made by Tasman in 1644 but is now considered 
a copy made at the end of the 17th century. It was later sold to 
Prince Roland Bonapart and presented by his heirs to the Mitchell 
Library Sydney and is now known as the 'Bonapart Map'. 
It shows [Dew Guinea], ltarpentaria] and the west coast joined 
to VDL. It has apparently been copied 'from a map with increasing 
degrees of latitude on to a plane map, resulting in a cumulative 
discrepancy in the degrees' (see G. Schilder, Australia Unveiled, 
1976 147-8, 190, 353). The map bears the legend in Dutch: 
'Company's New Netherland. In the east of the great land of New Guinea 
with the first known South Land being one land and all joined together 
as can be (seen) by this dotted track by the yachts Lirnmen, Zeemeeuw 
and the quel d'Braq Anno 1644' under the heading 'Carten' 
'these lands were discovered by the Company explorers except for 
the northern part of New Guinea and the west end of Java. This work 
thus put together from different writings as well as from personal 
observation by Abel Jansen Tasman, Anno 1644, by order of His 
Excellency the Governor General Anthonio van Dieman'. The map is 
coloured, decorated with compa§ roses, scales. ships and whales, 
and is cris-crossed with bearing lines and square guide lines. 
(photocopy 41 cm x 54 cm) RS.Mp/53 
Bellin, Jacques Nicolas, Australia 1753 
'Carte reduite des Terres Australes pour servir a 1 'histoire des 
voyages par le Sr. Bellin Ing. de la Marine de la Societe Royale de 
Londres, etc.' 
Includes New Guinea, New Holland, V.D.L. joined. Also part of 
coast of New Zealand. 
(paper 27 cm x 20 cm) RS.Mp/12 
(presented to the Royal Society of Tasmania by R.W.Giblin) 
BASS STRAITS AND THE ISLANDS 
Bass Straits and the Islands, M. Flinders, 1814 
'Chart of Terra Australis by M. Flinders comm. of H.M. Sloop 
"Investigator", south coast sheet V, 1798, 1802-3 (published as the 
Act directs by G. & W. Nicol Feb. 1st 1814', 
Including Bass Straits. King Island, Furneaux Islands and other 
islands, north coast of V.D.L. including Port Dalrymple [Tamar River~ 
and part of the south east coast of Australia including Port Philip. 
Inset plans of Port Dalrymple, Port Philip etc. 
No scale 
(paper, linen backed, 88 cm x 60 cm) RS.Mp/13 
(presented to Royal Society of Tasmania by T.W. Fowler 1913) 
,I 14 
- 7 - RS.Mp 
King Island [1850-1880J 
'Tracing from Mr. Scott's survey'. Outline plan with notes 
on the terrain. c 1 ins: 1 ml. 
(tracing paper, v.-brittle, torn) RS.Mp/14 
TASMANIA 
'/ 55 Recherche Bay V.D.L. (1792) modern copy. 
,j 15 
j 39 
~ 57 
...; 16 
Rough ms. copy of the outline of coast from French charts of 
1792/3. 
(paper 56 cm x 71 cm) RS.Mp/55 
D'Entrecasteaux 1792, 1793 
Photograph of map showing discoveries made by Bruni D'Entrecasteaux, 
1792, 1793, from Bulletin de Societe de Geographe 1894. 
(Used by Dr. Hogg for lecture to R.S. of Tas. 1937) RS.Mp/39/1 
HAYES 1798 
'A chart of Van Diemen's Land, the south extremity of New Holland, 
with the new discovered river by the ships 'Duke' and 'Duchess' 
from Capt. J. Hayes 1798'. Inset: 'continuation of the river from 
King George's Bay with the situation of the ships 'Duke' and 
'Duchess' at anchor'. 
Shows South West Cape to Maria Island. 
Pub. Laurie & Whittle, London, ND. 
(Paper, mounted, edges torn 65 cm x 54 cm) RS.Mp/15 
Freycinet 1802 (reproduction) 
Part of the East Coast of Van Diemen's Land by L. Freycinet. 
(Small reproduction on postcard) /lr.1~() MOciv-n CV'fI'I,Cb) RS.Mp/39(4) 
T. Scott 1824 
Scale 1 ins: 10 ml. 
'Chart of Van Die~en's Land from the best authorities and from 
actual survey by Thomas Scott, Asst. Surveyor General of Lands 
in the Island. Most respectfully dedicated to Wm. Sorell Lt. Gov.' 
Engraved by Charles Thomson (Cross) Edinburgh from the original survey 
brought home by Capt. Dixon of the ship Skelton of Whitby 1824. 
Shows names of grants, milages. 
(paper, 60 cm x 84 cm) RS.Mp/57 
T. Scott 1824 (photocopy) 
Photocopy, reduced, of Scott map 
(53 cm x 39 cm) RS.Mp/16 
./ 17 
- 8 - RS.Mp/ 
T. Scott 1830 
Scale: 2 cm : 10 ml 
'Map of the settled part of V.D.L. copied from a map in the 
possession of H.E. Col. G.A. 'Arthur Lt. Governor.' 
Drawn by Thomas Scott, engraved and published by James Ross 1830 
Shows settlements, rivers, police districts (coloured) 
Endorsed ms. 'John Batman, Kin.gston, Ben Lomond, October 5th 1830', 
~s& nqte_~.o~ ,'tfi~~s:':.pr.o~v~q-.:~de by J.B. in re aborigines. 
(Note by M. Griffiths that 'map repaired with new backing and 
old backing replaced: - map canvas backed & folded) 
ink 
J 58 J. Frankland 1831 (facs imi 1 e) 
Scale: c 5 ins: 20 ml 
'Military operations against the aboriginal inhabitants of V.D.L. -
Field Plan No.9' 
J. Frankland surveyor; A. Arrowsmith litho. 
T.H.R.A. Facsimile 1971 
(2 copies) RS.Mp/58 
/59 J . Arrowsmith 1831 (photocopy) 
\, 56 
'/ 87 
j 88 
Scale 3~ ins 1 ml. 
/ a) photocopy (reduced neg.) 
v b) enlarged photocopy of eastern half, marked 
with numbers and names (?landholders) 
in modern biro pen 
RS.Mp/59 
(ro lId) 
Flinders' Chart 1843 
Flinders' Chart of V.D.L. - South Coast Sheet VI 
1798/9 corrected to 1825 published 1843 
Hydrographical Office 
Inset: Sullivan's Cove, Derwent 
(46 cm x 64 cm paper, repaired and mounted on board) 
Admiralty Charts 1850-1910 
RS.Mp/56 
Tasmania and Derwent, approaches to Hobart, Flinders Island 
(1850-60), Port Davey, Spring Bay (1884), Port Arthur (1893), 
Macquarie Harbour (1910). 
(rolled plans) RS.Mp/87 
James Sprent 1859 
Scale: 1 ins: 5 ml. 
William Hogan compo Engr. W. & A.K. Johnston, Edinburgh, 
pub. J. Walch & Sons Tas., Stanford, Johnson & Trubner, ND. 
Map of Tasmanian in 1859, dedicated to Governor, Premier & Parliament. 
Compiled from all available authentic documents under the 
superintendence of J. Sprent,Surveyor General by William Hogan. 
Shows: countries, townships, mountains (by hatching), rivers; 
includes islands and sea soundings. 
j 88 
I 
18 
/ 89 
,j 85 
j 90 
- 9 - RS. Mp/ 
Cont'd 
'I' ./ 
Large wall map, Etruscan border, coloured and varnished. RS.Mp/88 A , ( 7t \(:"'1. f ott"", ") C. (C ~ :.) 
B Another copy, p90r C9RditioR, given by Miss S.E.E. Mitchell, 
ms. note by S.E.E.M. uLisdillon 1870 given to S.E.E.M. by 
her mother 1889' RS.Mp/88 B 
r t. ~ ~ ,j '\ 
L",!~a;,: , ,"{. 
C Another copy, rollers torn off and part of bottom edge torn 
...,r ,( /', J 
D Another copy, not coloured, not on rollers fd\.!~,} 
(all maps paper, 1 inen backed) ..; f ~\Y"'_:~) 
Geological surveys by C. Gould £ 1860 
I 
f ! .~~, " 
/ RS .Mp/88 C 
RS.Mp/88 D 
, I 
Surveys of mining areas: Mersey and Don Coalfield, Mount 
Nicholas and Douglas Rivers coalfields, Fingal Gold Fields, 
Macquarie Harbour and Franklin (Surprise) River, Frenchman's Cap. 
Maps and geological sections. 
By Charles Gould, Government Geologist 
(volume (57 cm x 43 cm) containing 16 maps) RS.Mp/18 
Minerals, A.J. Taylor 1880 
Scale: 1 ins : 7~ ml. 
Localities where minerals discovered: names of mines, roads and 
tracks, minerals: paint earth, cement, fire clay, plumbago. marble. 
osmiridium, molybdina, cobalt, Tasmanite, bismuth, freestone, calena, 
slate, honestone, antimony, platinum, limestone, silver, copper, tin, 
gold, iron, manganese, coal. 
On Lands & Works Department skeleton map. 
(rolled map) RS.Mp/89 
Tasmania 1883 
Scale: 1 ins : 7~ ml. 
Lands & Survey Department, N.J. Brown, drawn E. Castray, 1 itho 
K. Bennett. Superimposed ms by George I. Lovett: heights of 
mountains (red), lakes (blue), range systems (grey). 
(Paper, canvas backed) RS.Mp/85 
C.P. Sprent 1883 
Sca 1 e: 1 ins : 5 m 1 . 
C.P. Sprent, Surveyor. Leventhorpe Hall compiler, R. Bennett litho, 
Lands Department. 
Countries coloured, shows towns, railways, roads, tracks, altitudes. 
Inset King Island 1 ins: 10 ml. 
Inset: Location plan - Victoria, N.Z., Tasmania. 
(Wall map, canvas backed, on rollers) RS.Mp/90 
& \o.(~e- f" lL d ') 
-I 92 
J 93 
/ 94 
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C.P. Sprent 1898 
Further edition of 1883 map (RS.Mp/90) corrected to 1888, 
not coloured. 
RS .Mp/ 
lands Survey Department stamp, Surveyor General E.A. Counsel 
Wall map. inch rulled border, canvas backed paper, varnished, torn. G \o..(ll.\e,n"\\(~ ') RS.I'1p/91 0..\ 
-...; 
[.. , 
Geology 1892 
Scale: 1 ins: 15 ml. 
'Sketch map of geological features of Tasmania' 
lands & Surveys Department E.A. Counsel Surveyor General. 
Shows types of rocks, minerals, metals. 
(Mounted on board) RS.Mp/60 
Ra i nfa 11 1898 
Small map in Sarah Mitchell IS scrapbook 
Railways c 1899 
RS.32/87 p.24, 
29. 
Scale: 1 ins: 15 ml. Small map in Sarah Mitchell's scrapbook 
De.. Gruchy nd [? 1900J 
k. . H.G.AGruch & Co's New Map of Tasmanla. 
Sca 1 e: 1 i ns : 10m 1 . 
RS.32/87 p.275, 
239. 
Small map showing countries, towns, roads, post offices, railways, 
mountains, lakes, on large display of adverts of Tasmanian 
businesses. 
(Paper on canvas, poor condo rolled) RS.Mp/92 
L>< Ia.rj-t- rol\~A) 
Municipalities 1907 
Sca 1 e: 1 ins : 8 m 1 . 
Boundaries of 'municipalities and districts under the Local 
Government Act 1906' superimposed in green. 
Surveyor-General 's Office, E.A. Counsel, Surveyor General. 
Government Printer. 
(Canvas on rollers) RS.Mp/93 
K. Craigie ND 1930-50J 
Scale: 1 ins: 10 ml. 
'Craigies Town Map of Tasmania' 
Shows also roads and railways, index of towns 
pub. Kenneth Craigie & Co. Sydney nd. 
(paper on canvas, on rollers) RS.Mp/94 
l 61 
/ 62 
-/ 63 
" 41 
V 64 
,f 65 
/ 66 
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County map ND [7 1930-46J 
Scale: 1 ins: 8 ml 
Shows countries, roads, rivers etc. 
Surveyor General I s Department (name of s. g. omi tted) 
W.N. Hurst Secretary for Lands. 
Inset King Island, Ma-cqu-ari-e·lsland 'ii' 
(Paper 48 cm x 39 cm, Government Printer) 
1. 1, f i', ,~ . : 
!,,"~" 1 ~~ .. , 
Municipality Map 1946 
Scale: 1 ins: 8 ml 
Surveyor General IS Department C.M. Pitt S.G. 
Forest catchment areas 1946 
Scale: 1 ins: 8 ml. 
RS.Mp/ 
RS .Mp/61 
RS.Mp/62 
Surveyor-General IS Department printed map marked in red crayon: 
forest catchment areas and ms. list of names. RS.Mp/63 
I ", ; :'. 
Geology c 1947-57 
Plans of various areas to illustrate article on geology in 
Papers and Proceedings RS.Mp/41 
State Survey 1:31680 1957-9 
Scale: 2 ins: 1 ml. (1 ins: 40 ch.) 
State Aerial Survey 1st edition, Surveyor General IS Dept. (F. Miles S.G . 
., 37 A.B.C.D. Sheffield (Ie" \b, \c, leI) 
• 43 A. C. Corinna [10.. )1..: 
.' 50 A. Zeehan Cla. ') , 
. 58 C. D. Lye 11 (J.l, c- J l.+d! 
.. 59 A. C. St.Clair (.'5'o.,6cl 
1.'65 A. Pillinger ((;,c-) 
RS .Mp/64 
State Survey 1:63360 1954-6 
Scale 1 ins 1 ml. 
State survey 1st edition 
45 Middlesex -/ ; .... ) 
52 Du Cane !,,, ,,-
53 Grea t Lake ./ .:. \ RS .Mp/65 
State Survey 1:250000 1961 
Scale 2 cm : 5 km (1/4 ins 1 ml.) 
3 Burnie 
" T' 4 Launceston \,f 
6 Oatlands (with ms anotations) ..t 
l' 8 Hobart (inc. Macquarie Island) i 
" 
RS .Mp/66 
,,~ b~ H~riru ~r~ J D~t. 
()~ ~S 4 S'vrll~.$ 
Il'\s~ l1.~\A..6.I'I'(.. ::!.t.'Q.,~ .... Kilo\...:) !.!\& ... 4't 
CP~" 'SCMS 'I< 1sc..~$) C r.M4!.() 
l 
-
• 
j 47 
,/ 19 
-/ 95 
J 98 
/20 
./ 67 
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TASMANIA - PLACES 
Ben Lomond 1913 
Scale: 1 ins: 1 ml. 
Surveyor: Col. W.V. Legge, 1906-9. additions 1913 
Ordnance Survey. Southhampton, U.K. 1913 
pub. Pap & Proc. 1913 
Bicheno 185? 
Wabbs [Waubs] Harbour. East Coast of V.D.L. 
RS. Mp/ 
RS.Mp/47 
Inset: The East Coast of Van Diemen's Land from Wabbs Harbour 
to Long Point. 
Survey by Capt. A. Haig; T. Browne. Hobart, litho. 
Includes sketch of Nicholas Cap and Mount Barnard 
Shows site of Douglas River Coal Co. Pits. 
(55 cm x 90 cm) RS.Mp/19 
Buckingham & Kent 1863 
Scale 1 ins : 1 ml 
Shows parish boundaries. allotments, names of lessees. townships. 
including townships not developed (e.g. Liverpool. Brabazon. 
Adelaide. Hull. Victoria (Huon). Lovett, Welsh, Walpole. 
Fol kestone. 
No.2. Survey Office, Hobart (see also Mp 20) 
(rolled) RS.Mp/95 
Bucki ngham No.3 N D . ( po s t 1 913 ) 
National Park and Upper Derwent, Mount Field 
Land grants - National Park withdrawn from selection. 
No scale. 
(80 cm x 108 cm on rollers) 
Channel NO [£ 1862-1892J 
'Buckingham & Kent sheet 2' 
RS.Mp/98 
Shows part of the D'Entrecasteaux Channel and Bruni Island. 
Scott's route to Adamson's Peak drawn in by hand. 
? Lands Department. Part coloured and features added by hand. 
(74 cm x 90 cm) (? part of larger map - see also Mp.95 above) 
Cradle Mountain, Lake St.Clair Sanctuary c 1928 
Scale: 1 ins: 2 ml 
Under the Animals & Birds Protection Act 1928 
Shows boundaries of reserve 
Government Printer 
Mounted on board for hanging (49 cm x 29 em) 
RS.Mp/20 
RS.Mp/67 
/ 68 
"I 18 
J 18 
..j 69 
.J 78 
,,/ 21 
/ 43 
- 13 -
East Coast 1925 
Outline plan of coast, copied 1925 from Lt. Burney's Log 
of 'Adventure ' , P.R.O. London, copy made by R.W.G. 1925' 
Fingal 1859 
Scale: 1 ins: 1 ml. 
Plan of the Fingal Gold Fields as far as present known. 
Survey Department [Hobart] A. Reid. 
RS.Mp/ 
RS.Mp/68 
(59 cm x 89 cm) (included in volume of surveys) RS.Mp/18 (15) 
Fingal: Mount Nicholas & Douglas River Coalfields c 1860 
Geological map of the Mount Nicholas and Douglas River coalfields 
including 4 maps: Horizontal sections; vertical sections 1 & 2; 
vertical section of seams worked by the Douglas Coal Company; 
section of the Douglas River Coal Company's works 
By James Craig. 
Also 1 plate with 4 sketches. 
Colour printed R.V. Hood; lithos by F. Dunnett and A. Randall. 
(included in volume of surveys) RS.Mp/18 (4-9) 
See also RS.Mp/99. 
George Town 1943 
Copy of a plan 'showing the 3 acre plot of land bequeathed to the 
Royal Society of Tasmania by Joseph Milligan ' [d. 1884J written 
in pencil. 
Drawn in ink on cartridge paper. 
(30 cm x 35 cm) RS.Mp/69 
Great Lake 1910 
Scale: 1 ins: 1 ml. 
'Westmorland Map 21 shows names of lessees etc. 
Surveyor General IS Office - E.A. Counsel. 
Note ms II have no knowledge of crown lands in this 
Radcl iffe ' . 
area G.E. 
Hobart: Risdon' Cove 1803 (copy made late 19th cent.) 
'Sketch of the settlement around Hobart and the Derwent. 
Copy of sketch prepared by Lieut. Bowen 27 Sept. 1803' 
RS.Mp/78 
(33 cm x 41 cm). RS.Mp/21 
Hobart c 1828 (photographic copy) 
Scale: 1 ins: 4 ch. 
Plan of the town, showing buildings, distinguishing between stone 
and wooden buildings and those in progress, also public buildings, 
places of worship etc. 
(photographi c copy) RS .Mp/ 43 
./ 22 
- 14 -
Hobart: Sullivan's Cove [£ 1830 ] 
Scale: 2 cm : 2.75 ch. 
'A chart of Sullivan's Cove. soundings in fee' 
Nautical chart - outline of coast only. 
ms. description by 'J. Welsh' 
(paper 43 cm x 53 cm) 
RS. Mp/ 
RS.Mp/22 
" 46 Hoba rt in circa 1830 ND 
Copy of reconstructed plan of Hobart as it would have been in 
about 1830. RS.Mp/46 
( to!; \,.!,,~ \ 
23 Hobart Wharf copy of pre 1840 plan 
.J 24 
25 
Old wharf, pool, bridge, edge of Macquarie Street 
Tracing (42 cm x 28 cm) 
Hobart wharf 1841 
RS.Mp/23 
New wharf and extension of Argyle Street, Government House. 
Rough sketch plan in letter. RS.173 
Photocopy RS.Mp/48 
Hobart in c 1830-50 (modern plan) 
Scale 1 ins : 4 ch. 
Reconstructed plan of the town shONing locations and names of owners. 
Original owned by Mr. Pretyman (1960) 
(Photographic copy) RS.Mp/~ J,di 
Hobart wharf 12 Nov. 1840 (tracing) 
'Sullivan's Cove' 
The Harbour showing the progress of filling in for the New Wharf, 
including Government House, stores, market, court house, police 
office, mounted police. 
Tracing (89 cm x 57 cm) RS.Mp/24 
(Numbers 22-24 presented by Hedley Westbrook, 1930). 
Hobart - Street Plan [£ 1845-47] 
ms. plan showing the Barracks, Government House, streets. 
Public Works Department No.89; 23.10.15 
paper, coloured (98 em x 66 em) RS.Mp/25 
Hobart - Fitzroy Gardens ND c 1851 
Scale: 1 ins: 1 ch. 
Map used at the time of the projected building of a Royal Society 
Museum in Fitzroy Gardens. 
Tracing (43 em x 58 em). RSA/E.12 
./ 27 
:/ 70 
- 15 - RS .Mp/ 
Hobart: Proeschel IS Street Plan [1859J 
Sca 1 eli ns : 1 c h. 
IMap & select directory of Hobart Town by F. Proeschel I 
Shows streets, public buildings, churches, schools. continuation 
of Davey Street (from Murray Street to Constitution Dock) shown 
by dotted lines. Gas Co .• cemeteries etc. Also directory of 
public buildings, schools, merchants, auctioneers, tradesmen, etc. 
Paper on canvas (62 cm x 46 cm) ~ 
(brittle and torn UNFIT FOR PRODUCTION) RS.Mp/26 
Photostat copy (in 4 pieces) " RS.Mp/27 v" 
Hobart NO [1860-80J 
Scale 1 ins : 1 ch. 
Pencil and ink copy of sketch of site for new town hall, 
government offices and extension to Davey Street. 
paper (56 cm x 36 cm) RS.Mp/70 
" 71 Hobart NO 
j 28 
./ 29 
Scale: 1 ins: 66 ft. 
Rough pencil sketch of a site between Davey, Macquarie, 
Elizabeth and Brook Streets RS.Mp/71 
Hobart - Walch1s NO [£ 1875-90J 
Scale: 3/4 ins : 10 ch. 
'Walch's plan of the City of Hobart and suburbs, compiled and 
drawn by Albert Reid of the Land and Works Office, J.Walch & Sons', 
M.L. Hood litho. Shows public buildings, churches, schools, 
cemeteries, etc. Coloured. 
paper (50 cm x 58 cm) RS.Mp/28 
Hobart 1804, 1829, 1866 (photographs of plans) 
Small photographs of original plans used by W.H. Hudspeth 
for his talks on Hobart. RS.3/2/4 
Hobart Street Plan [£ 1885J 
Scale: 4.25 ins: 35 ch. 
'Calder, Bowden & Cols Map of Hobart and suburbs· 
E.W.N. Butcher 
Includes Domain, New Town, Cascades, streets, churches, cemeteries, 
factories, schools, hotels, St.Joseph's Orphanage (opened 1879), 
Telephone Exchange (1883), V.D.L. Bank, Working Men's Club Liverpool 
Street, Calder & Bowden & Co. Liverpool Street, water works old 
storage reservoir. 
paper on canvas (73 cm x 90 cm). 
Hobart - location of diseases 1899 
Scale: 1 ins: 10 ch. 
Plan of city showing location of diseases. 
Small plan in Sarah Mitchell's scrapbook. RS.32/87 p.lOO. 
/ 30 
/ 48 
/72 
" 73 
- 16 - RS .Mp/ 
Hobart - Royal Society's Botanic Gardens ND late 19th cent. 
Tracing of plan of Domain, showing the outline of the garden 
area (24 acres) and railway line, also Government House added in 
pencil . 
Tracing paper (34 cm x 23 cm) mounted RS.Mp/30 
Hobart 1927 
Pic to ria 1 Ma p 
Tasmanian Illustrated Mail, coloured. 
(printed on newsprint, v. poor condition) 
Hobart & Derwent 1936 
Scale: 1 ins: 1 ml. 
RS.Mp/48 
Lewis & Murray. Framework based on Sprent's survey of 1854 
with details added by Lewis & Murray 1928-36. 
Pri n ted by Cox Kay. 0 
Note at top ms 'magnetic variation at Hobart 10 17' RS.Mp/72 
Hobart: Street Plan 1941 
Scale: 2 ins: 30 ch. 
Street plan, showing divisions (no other details) 
Government Printer RS.Mp/73 
"74 Hobart I Derwent' ND [£ 1941J 
V' 31 
No scale. each sheet 38 cm x 51 cm 
'Derwent' - street plans in 9 sections, showing outline of 
streets only, with tram routes 
~ 1) Sandy Bay 
.. -2) East Hobart (ie. Battery Point) 
v3) City (Brisbane Street to Wharf) 
·4) South Hobart 
·5/6) N.W. Hobart 
~7) N.E. Hobart (Elizabeth Street to Park/Aberdeen Streets) 
v8) New Town (inc. Domain. Government House, Bridge under 
cons truct; on) 
v 9) Glenorchy 
8 sheets of paper 38 cm x 51 cm) RS.Mp/74 
Hobart in 1826 1943 
Drawings and photos for blocks for article 'Early town planning 
in Hobart' by C. Craig. Papers & Proceedings. 1944. RS.Mp/31 
- 17 - RS. Mp/ 
~ 32 Hobart - Government Houses 1944 
" 33 
-I 75 
-I 76 
/77 
39 
Drawings for blocks for article IGovernment Houses in Hobart 
Town by J. Somerville, Papers & Proceedings 1944. 
Copied from parts of survey plans 1824, 1840 and W.P. Kay's 
plan of Wharf 1850. RS.Mp/32 
Hobart - Battery Point 1945 
Drawings for blocks for article 'Notes on Cottage Green I 
by W.H. Hudspeth, Papers & Proceedings Roy. Soc. Tas. 
1945 p.129. RS.Mp/33 
Hobart & Environs 1957 
Scale 1 ins: 1 ml. 
Lands Survey Department map Inot the result of precise 
survey I. 
(r()\\.tC\ 
Hobart - Mount Wellington ND [late 19th cent.] 
S ca 1 e : 1 ins : 20 c h . 
James Balfe; litho M.L. Hood. 
Tracks to the summit and Falls, with pictorial 
Mounted on board (22~ ins x 15 ins) 
H 0 [::0.. i. t 1 •. ~ ,.1 , : ' , r \:i~' I. 
~;Ot.,l,~' ,;1)( .,.I'i I {::\.~{,.)t. 
Launceston, J.R. Scott. August 1864 
Scale: 1 ins: 8 ch. 
insets. 
RS .Mp/75 
RS .Mp/76 
Ms. plan, J.R.S. monogram in corner (?James Reid Scott). 
Plan of streets, buildings, cemeteries etc., bounded by the 
Tamar, the Esk, Dalrymple Street, Prospect Toll Bar, 
Sandhill Toll Bar. 
Paper on canvas, varnished, on rollers RS.Mp/Q6 
~ \.,. a Ii'" <. 'II ,,~\, ~ ", "" \ (' • ~ .' 
...; 
Launceston 1885 
Sca 1 e: 1 ins : 3 c h. 
Land grants 
Maria Island & East Coast 
Photographs of maps used by Dr. Hogg for a lecture to 
RS. Mp/77 
the Royal Society of Tasmanian on D'Entrecasteaux, 1937. 
Including map showing discoveries made by Bruni D'Entrecasteaux, 
1792, 1793; map of world showing routes of D'Entrecasteaux 
made by Baron Hulot 1894 (both from Bulletin de Societe de 
Geographe 1894). Also small map of Maria Island and Frederick 
Hendrik Bay and postcard reproduction of Freycinet's map of 
part of the East Coast 1802. RS.Mp/39 
/ 34 
I 97 
" 99 
..I 18 
" 84 
-/ 37 
- 18 -
RS.Mp/ 
Maria Island 31 March 1834 
'Block plan of buildings on Maria Island" 
J. McNeilly (No.67)~ showing convict settlement buildings. 
Tracing linen (50 cm x 39 cm) RS.Mp/34 
C);,;,:t ~ \ \,...,J! l,(~ ", " t J :'" t 'Col 
,2 ';;'v\ ~. ,) ~ G i , J\J ;, ~ 'J' ~ u:..", '"' ~ 
Mount Nicholas and Douglas River Coalfields [~1861J 
Charles Gould~ Surveyor 
Litho Fr. Dunnett, printed in colours by R.V.Hood 
on rollers, torn 
See also survey volume RS.Mp/18. 
It-o \iid ) 
North East Tasmania NO [~1860-70J 
Scale: 1 ins: 2 ml. 
W.C. Piguenit del.~ M.L. Hood litho 
'Map of the County of Dorset Tasmania' 
~} . \ "' ~ .' 
\ ' 
RS.Mp/97 
Includes: Ringarooma~ George's Bay~ Paterson;a~ Blue Tiers~ 
shows rel;ef~ geology~ vegetation~ rivers, tracks~ places 
where gold obtained. 
C010ured. 
Canvas backed, varnished~ on ro11ers RS.Mp/99 
North West Tasmania - Mersey & Don Coalfields NO c 1860 
Geological survey, by Charles Gould, Government Geologist. 
Sections and enlarged map of portion of the Mersey coalfield. 
Printed in colour by R.V.Hood. 
(In volume of surveys) RS.Mp/18 
North West Coast of Tasmania 1860 (photocopy of) 
N.L. Kentish 
Plan & section of the new north west road, marked out and 
opened by N.L. Kentish ... 1842-5 shewing the V.D.L. Co's 
road with ... intervening ... country. Reduced from large map by 
N.L. Kentish 1860. 
Photocopy of original in Mitchell Library, Sydney RS.Mp/84 
Macquarie Harbour & Sarah Island 1940 
IPenal Settlement, Sarah Island Macquarie Harbour, A.D. 1831 
7/119 
RS. 7/~) 
compiled from an old survey' 
Photocopy Clark papers 
Oatlands 1887 
Scale: 1 ins: 4 ch 
Oatlands, sheet No.2, drawn by W.H. Grundy~ showing streets, 
allotments and owners 
(91 cm x 66 cm) RS.Mp/37 
..; 102 
'/ 18 
- 19 - RS .Mp/ 
Port Arthur ND 
Sketch plan showing penal settlement buildings, main 
avenue and part of tram~ 'neluded in W.H. Hudspeth's 
hi stori ca 1 notes. RS. 3/4/ n 
See also 'Tasman's an orestiere's Peninsulas· RS .172 
-P'l 
Port Davey & Cox Bi ght ND [~1920· sJ 
Tracings and sketch plans: 
v a) 
" b) 
, c) 
locality plan showing copper & antimony rewards 1 ins: 5 ml. 
Port Davey for the guidance of prospectors 1 ins 1 ml. \,'S " 
S.W. Coast sketch map (2) 
'" d) J e) 
Bathurst Harbour, H.M.A.S. Geranium 1922. 1 ins : 5 cables 
Port Davey. sections 
./ f) 
~ g) 
./ h) 
,I j) 
S.W. Tasmania - Fitzgerald to Port Davey. J. Livingstone, 1925 
Port Davey tracing (Clive Lord) 
Cox Bight II II II 
,~ South Cape" II II '.' 
(? for talk or article by Clive Lord) 
(rolled plans) RS.Mp/l02 
SLHelens 1928 
Scale 1 ins : 1 ml. 
Proposed fishing settlement. Local ity plan and suggested 
plan for model town. Glaskin & Richards, Hobart. 
2 plans (39 cm x 19 cm & 39 cm x 51 cm) RS.7/6(21) 
Tarleton c 1860 
Scale: 1 ins: 10 ch. 
County of Devon: Parish of Forrabury. 
sections. Coloured. 
(55 cm x 70 cm) in volume of surveys 
Includes 3 vertical 
RS .Mp/l8( 13) 
40 Tarraleah 1947 
/ \00 
./ leI 
Geology of the Tarraleah district, plan drawn to illustrate 
an article by Rex T. Prider, Papers & Proceedings 1947. ~S.Mp/40 
Tasman's & Forestiere's Peninsulas c 1855-61 
Scale: 1 ins: 1 ml. 
(1 
Shows penal station. probation stations. police stations, 
signal stations. roads, places where absconders apprehended. 
Also table of distances. panoramic views of Port Arthur Penal 
Settlement, vignettes of proposed residence for Governor 
Sir H.F. Young. and of the church. 
( ro 11 ed p 1 an) 
see also Port Arthur Plans RS .172 
Tracings of Plans 
RS .Mp/lOO 
, rol'..:', \ ) 
RS. Mp/lOl 
/ {C Ii 6~ \.... 
/ 
1> ~~ \ ~ 0 ~ ?ow-t £> Mj C V'V .3 6 \ ; c\(.,~ (} .. tIt\ 0 \.1.( eJ. ) 
(!>Ie. j ..... 11"" ... ", •• 6..,0& ,o .... ~ 4~ 18 \'" \ ~ooo) 
(:J. ", ~\I\J.tcrc-~ h,,\dl \Y-. Mo.-b d..'f"tAA..t.)U" .. . 1\ "" \ r l.AA'\""c,"r (\"\1 sc.c,,, ct.~".t.\..V 
-/ 103 
/ 86 
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West Coast e 1860 
Scale: 1 ins : 2~ ml. 
Map of a portion of Western Tasmania explored during the 
summer of 1860 .,. by Charles Gould, Government Geologist. 
Coloured. 
RS .Mpj 
(50 cm x 44 em) 
Also Section to 
(23 em x 52 cm) 
in survey volume. 
illustrate map 
Survey volume 
Also folded map (75 cm x 76 cm) 
RS .18 
Western Tasmania 1860 
Scale: 1 ins: 2~ml. 
Charles Gould, surveyor; Dunnett litho. 
'Map of a portion of Western Tasmania explored during the 
summer of 1860 by an expedition under the command of Charles 
Gould BA. F.G.S. Government Geologist.' 
Bounded by Cradle Mountain, Lake St.Clair, King River, 
Mount Murchison, shows geological features, cart and bullock 
tracks, 'marked tracks'. 
Wall plan on rollers (46 cm x 53 cm) RS.Mp/101A ~ 
Another copy, damaged, varnished and darkened, marked 
mx. 'A.W. Johnston's only copy' 
West Coast - for prospectors 1887 
Scale: 1 ins : 2~ ml. 
G. Lovett. 'Sketch map to the West Coast of Tasmania, 
RS.Mp/l03B .; 
King River and Mount Lyell Gold Fields drawn by G.F.Lovett. 
Issued with the sanction of the Hon. Minister of Lands & 
Works only for the guidance of prospectors, the features 
of the country not being from actual survey, its accuracy 
is not guaranteed. F. Belstead Sec. of Mines. 
Shows new cleared track to Strahan, proposed tracks, old 
tracks including J. Franklin's 1842, mines, gold. silver 
and tin discoveries. 
ms. map RS.Mp/86 
- 21 - RS.Mp/ 
AUSTRALIA AND AUSTRALIAN MAINLAND PLACES 
,. ( I ~ \-V:/ (" ~.i,- /:I... ! '!;"J-' -> \ , ~ . , ,II" 
/ 54 Australia 1954 
Scale: 2 ins : 500 ml . 
Small map, Department of Interior, Canberra. RS.Mp/54 
"l 80 Northern Territory ( fI \: ,) I"\LC¥"~'CJt' b 11'7 ') C r.' ,,, c J In, "''''r ", n 
/ 79 
OVERSEAS 
Scale: 1 ins: 30 ml. 
Survey Branch, Canberra 
(On loan from Tasmanian Museum) 
Sydney: Victoria Barracks NO (copy of orig. of £ 1849) 
Scale: 1 ins: 20 ch. 
Tracing paper (36 cm x 33 cm) 
./ 83 Malay Archipelago NO [? 1940J 
Part of a sea chart. 
(40 cm x 30 em) 
10 & ;,', " 
\0: ). '. f,_" 
ASTRONOMICAL MAPS 
j 82 Map of the Heavens 1957 
National Geographic 
MISCELLANEOUS 
./ 104 'Polymetrical Tables' 1861 
Table of distances between towns. Survey Department 
(mounted on rollers for hanging) 
11",·",1:1" F ,', :'I;\~ 
RS.Mp/80 
RS .Mp/79 
RS.Mp/83 
RS.Mp/82 
RS .Mp/l04. 
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WORLD - EARLY WORLD MAPS INCLUDING AUSTRALIA 
1 New and correct set of maps by Herman Moll. Show; ng 11the 
Kingdoms and States in all the known Parts of the Earth, with 
the principal cities, and most considerable Towns in the World. 
Wherein the Errors of the ancient Geographers are corrected 
according to the latest Observations of Travellers, as communicated 
to the Royal Society of London and the Royal Academy of Paris". 
~9 folded maps dated 1708-1720 in 1 bound volume. Title page 
missing. Printed by Bowles, London. 
RS.Mp/105 ./ 
--------
lO1 etM.","Sjiv~ R~lfOo-.6. SjS~"\. 
A~ .Aw.e.,~'c~ via. .s~ +rc<Jt,1.e-;s.co -tkvo0"" Ct·l.lcc"-JQ .> -tt-.v-ou...,)l 
SI- - [.....vv-; s ' 
o a.J...i c."'"a . \ R Cuv\. J.. H c! N o.-llj oj Co. , I q 0 G. 
• 
• 
(. 
{lS. ~ 
ROYAL SOCIETY OF TASMANIA maps and plans recommende,j to be housed with the Un:!. versi ty Archives 
WORLD 
lsothel'!llal maps ot the world, undated and hand coloured: 
ell Isothermen des Januar und Juli 
(2) Monthly isothermals rrom July to December 
(3) Monthly 1Sothermals fror.! January to June 
Maps on these three sh~et8 by H·W. Dove, dedicated to Alexander von Ihunboldt 
lit,ale Chart, by M·F· Maury (U·S. Navy 1; puhlished hy National Observatory, Bureau of' Ordnance 
and Hydrography, 1851 
ASIA 
Ass<l.lr.. Two maps, paper bacK0d with linen, hand dr;:.wn and c,'IloureQ· 2 Co, }6th ReSil7:cnt, n· India 18'9 
(1) Assam- Scale not given 
(2) Eiii'Qi=gement of "Muttuck Country" area. 1: 2j} ,t;.ltO 
AUSTRALIA 
Tasman Map (Austral1a). £xtract from 'Notes on an e~l'ly chart showing the tracks of T,sl.lan's / 
voyages in 1642 and 16L~4 • by f •• r·;ault· Photostat of 17 t h' C"ntury R.s. 1-1"1 
English copy. r 
63 copies 
General_ Map of Australia and Tasman1.a or van D1emens ~and, 
into Counties- A· 1: C. BInet" Edinburgh- Longman and Co •. 
Scale ca·1: ~,500,000 
1r~cLv s\~ . ) 
Shewing the Brit1sh Colonies as div1ded ~ 
I.ondon and Victor von :'.abcrn, Mayence· 
Cloth backed and varnished· 
Map of Western Australia 1880. Surveyor Gener-.ll! s (,trice t ,'erthl 1880 
Scale ca· 1: 2,500,000 
Wall mar: heavy wooden roller at top. with cord; bottom roller miSsing- Cloth 
1857 
RS lip /107 /-...., 
backed and varniShed.be 
~Sl~ 
'Z'asman IS Ma12 Prom the original f:lap, made under the dtrection of Abel Tasman in 161t4. and now in 
the f.litchell Library, Sydney- This facsimile drawn by Jam.:5 Emery in 1946-
Tasman1a Photol1tho of Isaac Gllseman' 5 original chart: of the dj,scovery of Tasmania, 21;, November 
to 5 December 1642. 'The Hague, Martin;;.s thjhoi'f. 
'l'asman1a Department of Lands and Work8. 1B8} 
Scale 1: 950,400 
RaHway! Postal I 'I'elefjrarh <\00 i!:<infall t-Ia,e of 'rasmania 
l'he Picturesque Atlas Publishing Ccn'tpany (Limited: , Sydney and ~ell:>ourne, 1889-
Scale oa-1: 580,DOC 
Tasmania Lands Departmen:.: . Hooart, 18:'1 
Scale 1: 950,440 
Handbook for the use of the: ("enbers of ANZAAS, Hobart: !:leeting 1892; Government l'rintcI', Hobart 1891 
Two folded ma~8 at back: 
(\) Tasmania oa. 1: },OOO,OOO 
(2) Hobart and Suburbs 1: 15,840 Survey De;);:trtl:lent, Hobart, 1890 
~ania! Show.1.!Jg the Munlci-oalities Under I,ocal Govcrl1:".cn~ £::.ct, 1906 
Surveyor gengral's Oftice, Hobart, 19}5 3 copies 
•.• / 2 
Tl'Isr.,an1a Surveyor General's !Jffice. ii,bart t)::;; 
Scale 1: 506,880 
(Same map as the above. but with the <lddit10n of fC.rlll Hnes at 1000 1 intervals. 
and hand colouring ot thl:~ map with rcnci.l5 ~. 
'l.'a&mar,ia Department of Lands and Surveys. Hobart 1:'1+6 
Seale 1: 506.440 
(Ttlsr.!an!a) Department of the Int(.'rior. Canberra, 1952 
"1": 1 ,000,000 
{Sheet Me, 'Hobart'. Australian Aeronautical Series) 
Tasm1)nia 
171,000 ,000 
Division ot National Mapping. Canberra.; 1st· cditi0n, 1960 
(Sheet. of the Australian Geographical Series} 
(~~~~~Shi!$ Grounds) , 
British Admira1t:y Chart 1079 (corrected to 1932). to which has b.~en added notes r,nd tllarUngs 
indicating fishlng grounds; no indication of author· 
ca·l,~ 660.000 
Surveyor General's [{fice, Hobart. r~,\ p 0 r 'l'aslI',ania 
1: :H6,800 'l'wo copies of silt:'etfS 1, 2 and j of 4 sheet lilc;p. :kt dated (poSSIbly on SllC!ct 4,). 
DepClt'fll'9nt of Lands f,nd aurveys, Hcbart 1941; 
Map in 6 shee:;s· Cloth t)",cked· 
2.:?.o]og1cal Map of T!.smanla 
l: 506,880 
qeolcgy of 'Ia.l;>manta 
1 : 500,000 
Department of Mtm:3 ,Hob;)rt 19(;0 
~.~~ral Map ot the_.Pl."'e.=£arboniferou3 Rocks of ';:",.,13111;1111<: 1 ::.i9.0~IOqg - NOTES ONLY: 
Fold Belt System in Tasmania I • by t'Jliyr Wtlliams. DC~'Jartr:-I'.mt of Mines. HothJrt 19'76 
!Tu,mani2) GeolOl),ica!, Atlas, .1. [<He Seri~ 
1: 6) ,360 
Sheets: Beaconsfield {No. 50~ 1970; D\I~"1i"' 
Quamby (No- 46) 1%9; Heman Heads 
(lIlu •. 
Mc'; • 
, l' , 
lj·2 : 15: 
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